Style Guide
For all the wireframes I tried to focus on modules and rows because columns seemed to take up too much space on the tablet screen. The big constraint for all the wireframes was allow the images to have ample space so that users can enjoy them.
For this wireframe I tried creating a very simple design. The row represents new or featured content and the modules are other content that fit or are related to the rows. The titles and other relevant information are all aligned left but depending on whether it’s a row or a module, the text will sit either at the top or the bottom of the image.
For this wireframe I wanted to use space to create differences in section as opposed to the previous one that used an image row. I also created more variety in text alignment depending. I also decided to use three columns in order to add more content to the page.
This wireframe aimed to be more row focused since the other two were more module focused. Visually I think it's fun and different but I don't know how readable it is since some of the copy appears to the left of the titles. I wanted to mix up different image sizes and overlap text over some images. Sections are still separated with centered text and ample spacing.